
Capabilities & Products

Manufacturing
BeddingUS is equipped with state-of-the-art machinery, enabling the production of a wide 
range of mattresses including

 Innerspring Mattresse
 Foam Mattresses and Memory Foam Mattresse
 Mattress-in-a-Box Products (foam, memory foam, and hybrid mattresses
 Mattress Pads and Mattress Toppers.


The daily production capacity of BeddingUS varies between 200 to 1,000 pcs per day 
depending on the size and model of the mattress.

Import & Distribution
Apart from manufacturing, the company imports and distributes other bedding products 
such as Bed Foundations, Headboards and Bunk Beds.

Warehouse & Logistics
BeddingUS has a warehouse to store, pick up, and deliver all types of mattresses, bedding, 
and furniture products. The company offers value-added third-party logistics services for 
furniture and bedding companies.

Location & Facilities

Location
BeddingUS is conveniently situated in Fort Lauderdale, between Interstate 95 and Florida’s 
Turnpike. This strategic location provides easy access to Port Miami and Port Everglades, 
as well as to Miami International and Fort Lauderdale Airports.

Primary Facility & Warehouse
The primary facility covers an area of 60,000 square feet, accompanied by an additional 
30,000 square feet open area designated for parking and logistics operations. The facility is 
equipped with seven loading and unloading docks.


The warehouse section constitutes around 70% of the enclosed area. It is outfitted with a 
three-level high-capacity rack structure, fully powered pallet jacks, stackers, and forklifts.

Manufacturing Line
BeddingUS's manufacturing line is an automated mattress assembly line that employs the 
most advanced technology in mattress manufacturing. The machinery and equipment were 
installed in 2022 and are all state-of-the-art.

Operation & Technology
All operations are managed through a Warehouse Management Software and industrial-
type scanners, ensuring efficiency and accuracy in inventory management.

Subcontractors
BeddingUS also utilizes subcontractors for various processes, creating additional capacity 
when needed and improving efficiency for the production of specific products.

NAICS Code: 337910


CAGE Code: 9LZW8


DUNS Code: DUNS10-249-4016


UEI Code: GFW1APSK8CS4


SIC Code: 57120102

Process & Equipment

1 Automated Gluing Station

The line features an automated bridge type hot melt station for 
the gluing  process of the mattress layers. This process is 
computer-controlled, with adjustments automatically made  
according to mattress size and model.

2 Stitching Station

The finished layers are transferred through an automated 
conveyor system to  the next station. At the stitching station, a 
single operator is able to finish top and bottom tape  edges with 
minimal effort.

3 Automated Packaging Station

The line has an automated packaging station that adjusts and 
wraps the finished  mattress after it passes through the quality 
control station.

4 Pressing, Folding, and Roll Packing Stations

The final stage of the manufacturing line consists of pressing, 
folding, and roll  packing stations. These machines are the most 
advanced available for producing 'mattress-in-a box' products. 
The pressing and rolling machine capacity allows for any type of 
mattress (either  foam or hybrid with pocket springs, and up to 16” 
in height) to be roll packed into a box.

With this advanced machinery, BeddingUS is capable of 
designing and producing any type of 'Mattress in a Box' 
product currently on the market.

Major Collaborations

BeddingUS works closely with leading foam, mattress, upholstery fabric, and  innerspring 
manufacturers, allowing joint R&D, and material improvements.

Long-Term Contract for mattress supply 
to USA market and 3PL Logistics Services

Multiple Partnerships with major raw 
material suppliers

Supplier Base

BeddingUS maintains a diverse supplier base from both the USA 
and abroad  for all mattress raw materials. The collaboration with 
these suppliers provides competitive advantages and the  ability 
to jointly develop and create unique materials and products for the 
market

Capability Statement
BeddingUS is a leading manufacturer and distributor of 
various types of mattresses  and bedding products. The 
company also offers third-party logistics services for  
furniture and bedding companies.
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